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A worm’s eye view of immunity
� George Salmond
The SGM fellowship enabled me to visit Dr Jonathan
Ewbank’s lab in the CIML, Marseille, France, where 
the worm Caenorhabditis elegans is used as a model
for the study of the innate immune system response 
to bacterial challenge. In particular, his group has
investigated the various interactions between 
C. elegans and Serratia marcescens, the subject of my
visit. My visit had two main purposes: (1) to pick up 
the C. elegans assay systems, and (2) to assist the
Marseille group by extending development of genetic
analysis of their chosen Serratia strain (Db11), the
genome of which is currently being sequenced at the
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute.

As a novice, my starting point was getting to know the
various stages of the worm developmental cycle, from
textbook drawings and pictures to identifying the real
beasts while gazing down the microscope. The
controlled predictability of these various stages helps
to give good control over the bacterial virulence assays.
Susceptibility to the adverse effects of bacterial
infection is developmental stage-dependent and so it 
is important to infect worms at the same stage.

It has to be said that C. elegans leads a pretty
depressing life in the lab. I guess it has the self-
indulgent fun of hermaphroditism, but crawling around
on agar plates and eating bacteria all day as a prelude
to self-fertilization, then laying eggs, is not the most
exciting career choice. Part of the virulence assay
involves getting the worms at developmental stage 
L4 to eat the tasty bacteria that will eventually kill them.
(The fact that this choice of prokaryotic cuisine
provides daily sustenance, but ultimately kills the 
worm, has ironic echoes with our current human
obesity problems!) The worms burrow into thick
patches of bacterial growth and start munching. 
Plates are incubated, allowing the worms to enjoy their
gastronomic delights in a nice warm environment. 
By assessing the rate of worm killing (e.g. comparing 
a wild-type and a mutant strain for virulence), it is
possible to determine the impact of a particular
mutation in pathogenesis. This involves lots of staring
down stereomicroscopes and hand-picking the worms
one-by-one as they move on the agar – a bit tricky for
the uninitiated – but it gets easier with practice. A more
high tech approach to the selection of L4 worms is the
use of the worm ‘sorter’ that can be used to enrich for
pools of worms of similar sizes (and developmental
stages).

In my group in Cambridge, Ian Foulds had isolated 
a series of new bacteriophages that infected strain
Db11. In collaboration with Dr Elizabeth Pradel in
Jonathan’s group, I was able to test these phages for
their ability to infect various mutants of Db11 affected
in virulence in the worm assay. One of the Db11
mutants most heavily attenuated in virulence was
defective in LPS production and it was also resistant to
multiple phages, implying that LPS is their receptor. But
other phages, some of which are possibly temperate,
didn’t use LPS for adsorption and these are now under

investigation back in
Cambridge. Elizabeth 
was also interested in
extending the genetic
tractability of the Db11
strain, but we found that
the immediate progenitor
(Db10) had several
genetic advantages 
and so she made a
gridded transposon
insertion library of Db10
for use in subsequent
virulence screens. We
used some of Elizabeth’s
tagged mutants for
transduction assays and
generated preliminary
evidence that one of the LPS-dependent phages was a
generalized transducer. This phage might prove useful
as a new tool for functional genomics of the Db11
strain, once the final genome sequence is available.

We also tested multiple strains and mutants of 
Serratia in the C. elegans assay and backed up
anecdotal evidence that prodigiosin can be a virulence
factor in this pathogen. Using mutants generated by
Sarah Coulthurst in my group, our collaboration also
uncovered evidence that the AI-2-based quorum
sensing system can play a role in modulating virulence
in some Serratia strains.

So what was the overall value of this International
Fellowship? Well, I think it was very successful – for
such a short visit. Under the expert tutelage of Leo Kurz,
Elizabeth, Jonathan and others, I picked up the basic
technology for worm growth and propagation and the
pathogenesis assays. I was introduced to the value and
uses of the worm sorter and the limitations of both the
agar plate-based assay and issues of comparability with
the liquid-based assay. I think I am now competent to
import worm pathogenesis techniques into my own lab.

The Marseille group was very friendly and supportive,
showing generous Provençal hospitality and an
endless tolerance of my rather naive questions about 
C. elegans. The visit was mutually beneficial in that I
learned a lot about worms and my hosts learned
something about genetic tricks for the chosen strain(s).
I made good contacts with experts in the area and this
pump-priming interaction will be useful for future
collaborations. I thank the SGM for the generous
support and, not surprisingly, I am convinced that this
was money well spent. The visit provided important
technical education for me that should underpin 
future research applications.

Some of the collaborative work with the Marseille group
is cited in a paper recently published in Microbiology
[Coulthurst et al. (2004), 150, 1901–1910].
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The view from the lab window!
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The worm sorter.
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C. elegans infected with Serratia
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